Sony XDCAM Controllers
Fast • Easy • Reliable • Repeatable • Control

ST100-SXD VTR Controller
Complete transport control-
  Record, Play, Stop, Rewind, Fast Forward, Jog and Shuttle

_XDCAM functionality- Go to First Clip, Go to Last Clip,
  Go to Next Clip, Go to Previous Clip_

Easy to read LCD display shows running timecode time.
Jog/Shuttle Wheel provides easy control of Jog and Shuttle speeds
Available in desktop version (ST100-SXD shown) and
1-RU rackmount version (ST100-SXD-RK)

ST300-SXD-T VTR Controller
Acclaimed worldwide for performance on demanding, fast action
sports broadcasts! Offers high performance and ease of use at a
cost effective price.
Control four (4) VTRs, individually or ganged.
Complete transport control includes numeric key pad- search to time.
Mark and recall 100 cue points per VTR.

_XDCAM functionality- Go to First Clip, Go to Last Clip,
  Go to Next Clip, Go to Previous Clip_

ST304-SXD-T Sports Controller
Includes all of the features of the ST300-SXD-T plus mark IN and OUT points.
Recall cue point for Instant Replay. Playback automatically stops at OUT point.

2MCE Two Machine Cuts Editor
Designed by Editors, for News Editors
Video reference input provides frame accurate edits
Set IN & OUT points manually or mark tape position
TRIM+ & TRIM- keys provide fast and easy way to trim IN and OUT times.
Trim frames, seconds, minutes or hours.
Supports off-speed edits. Select source playback speed. Change Source
speed during edit.
Supports single VTR edit (auto-edit).
Hot punch Video and Audio channels